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Abstract 
Between September 2015 and March 2016, reconnaissance and intensive archeological surveys were 
completed in order to inventory and evaluate archeological resources within the footprint of proposed 
improvements to Farm-to-Market (FM) 2206 from State Highway 42 to Loop 281 in Longview, Gregg 
County, Texas. The project is identified under TxDOT control-section-job numbers 2073-01-009 and 
2073-01-010. The work associated with this archeological survey was carried out under Texas 
Antiquities Permit 7404 by Melissa M. Green (Principal Investigator), Haley Rush, and David Sandrock 
of Cox|McLain Environmental Consulting, Inc., a subcontractor to Burns and McDonnell.  
Results of the survey show that the majority of the project corridor has been highly disturbed from 
numerous types of activities dating from the early oil exploration in the area to recent installation of 
buried utilities, as well as natural impacts such as erosion.  
Twenty-nine shovel test units were excavated on both publicly- and privately-owned land in areas 
where subsurface archeological materials might occur, no obvious impacts or disturbances were 
observed, slope was less than 30 percent, ground visibility was limited, and moisture levels allowed. 
Soils were found to be extremely shallow (generally extending <40 cm below the surface); subsoil was 
encountered in the majority of the tests. All of the shovel tests were sterile, except for one where an iron 
pipe was encountered.  
Three backhoe trenches were excavated on the west side of Hawkins Creek where deeper Holocene-
age soils were present that could contain paleosols or archeological deposits. All three backhoe trenches 
were sterile for cultural materials and none showed evidence of intact paleosols that might contain 
archeological deposits. 
No further work is recommended in the APE prior to the proposed improvements to FM 2206. If any 
unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, preparation, or 
construction, the work should cease and TxDOT should be immediately notified. 
All materials (notes, photographs, administrative documents, and other project data) generated from 
this work will be housed at the Center for Archaeological Studies at Texas State University, where they 
will be made permanently available to future researchers per 13 Texas Administrative Code 26.16-
17. No artifacts were collected and therefore none will be curated.
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Management Summary 
Between September 2015 and March 2016, reconnaissance and intensive archeological surveys were 
completed in order to inventory and evaluate archeological resources within the footprint of proposed 
improvements to Farm-to-Market (FM) 2206 from State Highway 42 to Loop 281 in Longview, Gregg 
County, Texas. Intensive pedestrian survey was conducted over the majority of the project corridor; 
reconnaissance survey was conducted in areas that were inaccessible, previously developed, or in 
standing water. The archeological area of potential effects (APE) includes both existing and new 
proposed right-of-ways. Existing right-of-way covers approximately 46 acres (ac) (118.6 hectares 
[ha]), proposed new right-of-way covers approximately 41.3 ac (16.7 ha), and temporary construction 
easements cover 1.2 ac (0.5 ha) for a total archeological APE of approximately 88.5 ac (35.8 ha). 
The proposed improvements would include widening the existing two-lane road to a four-lane divided 
highway with a continuous left-turn lane/flush median. The proposed roadway design includes both a 
rural roadway design with adjacent open drainage ditches and an urban roadway design with curb 
and gutter and a closed storm sewer system. Cross-drainage culverts are sized by delineating 
contributing drainage areas and calculating the runoff flows to the culverts. The width of the project 
varies from 80 to 130 feet (ft; 24.3 to 39.6 meters [m]) wide and mostly follows the existing FM 2206 
corridor. For the urban section of the roadway (from Loop 281 to Fisher Road) the proposed project 
would have a 10 ft (3 m) wide shared use path. Depth of construction is expected to follow standard 
construction practices so that typical impacts will occur within the upper 2 ft (0.6 m) of the surface except 
at Hawkins Creek where new bridge construction impacts could be up to 18 ft (5.4 m).  
The fieldwork was carried out under Texas Antiquities Permit 7404 by Melissa M. Green (Principal 
Investigator), Haley Rush, and David Sandrock of Cox|McLain Environmental Consulting, Inc., a 
subcontractor to Burns and McDonnell, on September 23-24, 2015, January 20, 2016, and March 1, 
2016.  Approximately 250 labor-hours have been invested in the archeological phase of compliance 
work for the overall project. The project is sponsored and funded by the Tyler District of the Texas 
Department of Transportation (TxDOT). The project is subject to Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act as well as the Antiquities Code of Texas.  
Twenty-nine shovel test units were excavated on both publicly- and privately-owned land in areas 
where subsurface archeological materials might occur, no obvious impacts or disturbances were 
observed, slope (or lack thereof) made it possible, ground visibility was limited, and soil moisture was 
not high. In the majority of the tests, soils were extremely shallow (generally <40 cm below the surface) 
before subsoil was encountered. All of the shovel tests were sterile, except for one where an iron pipe 
was encountered.  
Three backhoe trenches were excavated on the west side of Hawkins Creek where deeper Holocene 
soils that might contain paleosols or archeological deposits were present. All three backhoe trenches 
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were sterile and none showed any evidence of archeological deposits or intact paleosols that might 
contain archeological deposits. 
As no evidence of preserved deposits with a high degree of integrity (associations with distinctive 
architectural and material culture styles, rare materials and assemblages, the potential to yield data 
important to the study of preservation techniques and the past in general, or potential attractiveness to 
relic hunters [13 TAC 26.10; 36 CFR 60.4]) was found, no further work is recommended in the APE prior 
to the proposed improvements to FM 2206. However, if any unanticipated cultural materials or deposits 
are found at any stage of clearing, preparation, or construction, the work should cease and TxDOT 
should be immediately notified. 
No artifacts were found or collected. However, all other materials (notes, photographs, administrative 
documents, and other project data) generated from this work will be housed at the Center for 
Archaeological Studies at Texas State University, where they will be made permanently available to 
future researchers per 13 Texas Administrative Code 26.16-17.  
The Texas Historical Commission concurred with the findings and recommendations of this report on 
March 24, 2016.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Overview of the Project  
The Tyler District of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) proposes improvements along 3.7 
miles (5.9 kilometers [km]) of Farm-to-Market (FM) 2206 (also known as Harrison Road) from State 
Highway (SH) 42 to Loop 281 in southwestern Longview, Gregg County, Texas (Figure 1). The 
improvements include widening the existing two-lane road to a four-lane divided highway with a 
continuous left-turn lane/flush median. The proposed roadway design includes both a rural roadway 
design with adjacent open drainage ditches and an urban roadway design with curb and gutter and a 
closed storm sewer system. Cross-drainage culverts are sized by delineating contributing drainage 
areas and calculating the runoff flows to the culverts.  The width of the project varies from 80 to 130 
feet (ft; 24.3 to 39.6 meters [m]) wide and mostly follows the existing FM 2206 corridor. For the urban 
section of the roadway (from Loop 281 to Fisher Road) the proposed project would have a 10 ft (3 m) 
wide shared use path. Depth of construction is expected to follow standard construction practices so that 
typical impacts will occur within the upper 2 ft (0.6 m) of the surface except at Hawkins Creek where 
new bridge construction impacts could be up to 18 ft (5.4 m). Existing right-of-way covers approximately 
46 acres (ac) (18.6 hectares [ha]), proposed new right-of-way covers approximately 41.3 ac (16.7 
ha), and temporary construction easements cover 1.2 ac (0.5 ha) for a total archeological area of 
potential effects (APE) of approximately 88.5 ac (35.8 ha). Appendix A contains design sheets with 
additional information. 
Haley Rush (Project Archaeologist) and David Sandrock of Cox|McLain Environmental Consulting, Inc. 
(CMEC), a subcontractor of Burns and McDonnell, performed a combination of reconnaissance and 
intensive pedestrian survey with shovel testing on September 23-24, 2015. Access for the backhoe was 
not available at the time of the intensive pedestrian survey. Once full access had been granted, backhoe 
trenching at Hawkins Creek was conducted on January 20, 2016 by Melissa M. Green (Principal 
Investigator). Additional pedestrian survey of newly added right-of-way on the south side of FM 2206 
between Cupit and Cox roads at the west end of the APE was conducted on March 1, 2016. Heavy 
rains in the late fall and early winter left many areas in standing water or extremely wet during the 
January and March investigations.  
Twenty-nine shovel test units were placed judgmentally within areas of the APE based on the observed 
level of disturbance, visibility of the ground surface (very good to excellent), and guidelines established 
by the Council of Texas Archeologists (CTA) and approved by the Texas Historical Commission (THC). In 
addition, three backhoe trenches were placed on the west side of Hawkins Creek to look for buried 
deposits. The methods employed during this study and relevant constraints are discussed further in 
Chapters 3 and 4. Approximately 250 labor-hours have been invested in the archeological phase of 
compliance work for the overall project.  
Proposed Improvements to FM 2206 from SH 42 to Loop 281 
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Regulatory Context 
FM 2206 is owned, and the project is sponsored by, TxDOT Tyler District, a political subdivision of the 
State of Texas, rendering the project subject to the Antiquities Code of Texas (9 TNRC 191). Antiquities 
Permit 7404 was assigned to this project by the THC. The project also has a federal nexus, triggering 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), as amended (16 USC 470; 36 CFR 800). 
Reconnaissance and intensive archeological surveys were completed in order to inventory and evaluate 
archeological resources within the footprint of the proposed improvements. No new archeological sites 
were identified and no artifacts were collected. All other materials (notes, photographs, administrative 
documents, and other project data) generated from this work will be curated at the Center for 
Archaeological Studies (CAS) at Texas State University where they will be made permanently available 
to future researchers per 13 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) 26.16-17.  
Structure of the Report  
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents environmental parameters, a brief cultural context, and 
a summary of previous archeological research near the APE. Chapter 3 discusses research goals, 
relevant methods, and the underlying regulatory considerations. Chapter 4 presents the results of the 
surveys and summarizes the implications of the investigations. References are provided in Chapter 5. 
Curation 
All materials (notes, photographs, administrative documents, and other project data) generated from 
this work will be housed at the CAS at Texas State University, where they will be made permanently 
available to future researchers per 13 TAC 26.16-17. No artifacts were collected and therefore none 
will be curated.  
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2 ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT 
Topography, Geology, and Soils 
Gregg County is located within the Interior Coastal Plains of the Gulf Coastal Plain physiographic 
province, consisting of parallel ridges and valleys with geologic beds that tilt toward the Gulf (BEG 
1996). The APE is at elevations ranging from approximately 273 to 363 ft (83.2-110.6 m) above mean 
sea level along the 3.7-mi (5.9-km) segment of FM 2206 beginning at SH 42 on the west end and 
continuing east to Loop 281 in the center of the county. The project area is situated in a combination 
rural, oil patch, and residential setting that is rapidly developing as a result of suburban expansion.  
Geologically, the majority of the APE is underlain by Tertiary Queen City Sand with a very small sliver 
of the western terminus underlain by Quaternary Terrace deposits and Quaternary Alluvium along 
Hawkins Creek (BEG 1975; USGS 2015). These Quaternary sediments have the potential to contain 
intact, deeply buried archeological deposits. According to Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) data, soils within the APE are generally quite shallow and include:  
 Bowie fine sandy loam on 1 to 5 percent slopes 
 Bowie-Urban land complex on 2 to 5 percent slopes 
 Cuthbert fine sandy loam on 8 to 25 percent slopes 
 Kirvin gravelly sandy loam on 3 to 8 percent slopes 
 Kullit very fine sandy loam on 1 to 3 percent slopes 
 Lilbert loamy fine sand on 2 to 5 percent slopes 
 Frequently flooded Iuka fine sandy loam 
 Wrightsville-Raino complex on 0 to 1 percent slopes (NRCS 2015). 
Vegetation, Physiography, and Land use 
The project is located in the Pineywoods ecoregion at the north end and crosses into the Gulf Prairies 
and Marshes ecoregions toward the south, according to the Texas Parks and Wildlife (TPWD) Ecoregion 
Map (TPWD 2011), derived from Gould et al. (1960). According to the TPWD’s Vegetation Types of 
Texas map and accompanying descriptions, the APE is in an area (Type 42) mapped as being covered 
with “Pine-Hardwood Forest” and is of Subtype 2 (McMahan et al. 1984). Subtype 2, Shortleaf Pine-
Post Oak-Southern Red Oak, is primarily made up of loblolly pine, black hickory, sandjack oak, 
flowering dogwood, common persimmon, sweetgum, sassafras, greenbriar, yaupon, wax myrtle, 
American beautyberry, hawthorn, supplejack, winged elm, beaked panicum, spranglegrass, 
Indiangrass, switchgrass, three-awn, bushclover, and tickclover (McMahan et al 1984:25). Vegetation 
noted during the survey included various types of native and invasive grasses, blackberry bushes, thorny 
vines, pine, and oak and other hardwood trees.  
Proposed Improvements to FM 2206 from SH 42 to Loop 281 
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Archeological Potential  
The APE falls within the Northeast Texas archeological region (Perttula 2004a) where the archeological 
record is long and rich (details are provided below in the next section). The soils present in the APE are 
extremely shallow with E or Bt horizons present between 10 and 64 centimeters below surface (cmbs) 
according to NRCS data (2015), which is within the reach of hand excavations. The project area has 
also been impacted by the construction of the existing FM 2206 roadway; typical disturbance depth 
for roadway construction is estimated to be around 70 cmbs or 2 ft. Ground disturbance from the project 
would be deeper at Hawkins Creek for bridge supports and drainage areas along the existing 
roadways. Surface visibility ranged across the APE from 0 to 100 percent. 
The oil field around the western portion of the project area has been in operation since the 1930s with 
new drilling equipment, storage facilities, and associated pipelines found adjacent to the APE. Between 
the January and March field sessions, one new pump jack was installed at the edge of the proposed 
new right-of-way on the south side of FM 2206 near Cox Road. Residential and commercial use of the 
eastern portion of the APE is heavier than in the western portion.  
To summarize, the archeological potential for prehistoric and/or historic materials is considered low, but 
such materials could occur on or near the surface in the soil types present in the APE. Additionally, at 
this section of Hawkins Creek, Holocene soils begin to appear and are somewhat deeper than 
surrounding areas. These deposits may contain prehistoric archeological deposits in buried soil horizons, 
though the probability is generally considered only moderate to low. Moreover, within the project area, 
these Holocene soils have been disturbed by the existing roadway, underground utilities, and oil and 
gas drilling and transporting activities, etc. Thus, the likelihood that they contain intact archeological 
materials is considered low. The area further downstream along Hawkins Creek has greater potential 
for archeological materials.  
Archeological Chronology for Northeast Texas 
The APE lies within the Northeast Texas archeological region (Kenmotsu and Perttula 1993; Perttula 
2004a; Story et al. 1990), an area with a “long, complex, and endlessly fascinating”cultural history 
extending back at least 12,000 years into the past (Schambach 1993:1). The story of human occupation 
during these 12,000 years is found in the remains left by mobile Paleoindian and Archaic foragers; the 
long distance trade and exchange of goods (e.g., lithic raw materials); the development of sedentary 
communities of foragers and possibly pre-maize cultigens users (e.g., Fritz 1994); the adoption of 
ceramics and the bow and arrow; the development of complex Caddo horticultural and agricultural 
societies (Perttula 1996); and the use of earthen mounds. Other occupation evidence includes the 
seemingly rapid abandonment of much of the region in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries due in 
large part to the effects of European-introduced diseases, as well as the European colonization of 
traditional Caddo territory, followed by the permanent expulsion of Caddo groups (Perttula 2004b). 
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The chronological history by period is presented in Table 1. The dates assigned to the period interfaces 
represent a generalized time range but are based on scientific results from archeological research and 
are derived from Perttula (2004a).  
Further discussion of the prehistory of Northeast Texas is beyond the scope of this document. For such a 
discussion regarding the prehistoric record, the reader is referred to Kenmotsu and Perttula (1993), 
Perttula (2004b), Story et al. (1990), and Thurmond (1988, 1990), among others.  
Table 1: Archeological Chronology for East Texas* 
  
     Period Years Before Present** 
  
Paleoindian 
     Early 
     Late 
 
12,000 – 9,500 B.P. 
95,000 – 8, 000 B.P. 
  
Archaic 
     Early 
     Middle 
     Late 
 
8,000 – 6,000 B.P. 
6,000 – 4,000 B.P. 
4,000 – 2,000 B.P. 
  
Woodland 2,000 – 1,900 B.P. 
  
Ceramic 
     Early 
 
2,000 - 1,200 B.P. 
  
Early to Historic Caddo 1,200 – 250 B.P. 
  
 
*From Perttula 2004a: 9, Table 1.1 
**Based on uncalibrated radiocarbon dates, which are typical in Texas archeology 




The first land patents in what was to become Gregg County were issued in 1835 by the Republic of 
Mexico and were recognized by the Republic of Texas soon afterward. In the early days of the 
Republic, this area was occupied by settlers rather than speculators as had occurred in other areas. By 
1858 almost all of the land had been surveyed and patented. Gregg County was established in 1873 
with land that was taken from Upshur County to the north; in 1874 the county’s southern boundary was 
expanded with the addition of land from Rusk County. The bill to form the county originally called the 
new county Roanoke County, but it was changed during the passage of the bill to “Gregg” in honor of 
the Civil War hero John B. Gregg (Perry 2010). 
Longview was founded around 1870 when the Southern Pacific Railroad (later the Texas and Pacific 
Railway) extended their track westward from Marshall in Harrison County and laid out the new town. 
A post office was established in 1871 with regular mail service. Longview was considered a rough 
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railroad town; by 1872 both the International-Great Northern and the Texas and Pacific railroads had 
come into Gregg County. Later, in 1877, a third railroad, the Longview and Sabine Valley, began 
construction from Longview. These railroads transferred goods into the region, expanding the economy 
in the areas surrounding Longview (McWorter 2010). This includes the small farming town of Greggton, 
located just outside Longview, which was established in 1873 as a station on the Texas and Pacific 
Railway. The town was then incorporated into Longview in the 1950s (Long 2010). Greggton, was 
known as Willow Springs from 1873 to the early 1930s,.  
The county and the city of Longview continued to grow steadily until the turn of the century. Between 
the 1880s and 1930s the Gregg County economy was primarily focused on agriculture with cotton and 
corn as the most important crops. With the discovery of oil in the county in 1931, the population 
increased dramatically. The East Texas oilfield discoveries and the growth of related industries allowed 
Longview, although located a few miles away from the oilfield proper, to capitalize on its position as 
the established business center and governmental seat of Gregg County. Longview transformed from a 
sleepy cotton, lumber, and railroad town to a thriving commercial and industrial city dominated by 
southern newcomers (McWhorter 2010; Perry 2010). 
In 1942, construction on the Big Inch pipeline began. This pipeline originated in Longview and 
transported more than 261 million barrels of crude oil to the East Coast for refining, ensuring an 
uninterrupted supply of gas and oil during World War II. For twenty years after the war, concerted 
efforts to diversify area industries resulted in construction of a large manufacturing plant for earth-
moving equipment; the largest chemical complex in inland Texas (built by Texas Eastman Company, a 
subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company); a Schlitz brewery (later Stroh’s Brewery), an associated 
container factory; Gregg County Airport, and Lake Cherokee (McWhorter 2010). The population 
continued to grow over the next thirty years. Even though Gregg County was the fifth-highest producing 
county in Texas in 1980 and 1982, the recession in the East Texas oil industry affected employment in 
Gregg County in the 1980s; fortunately, other industries helped the city and county maintain an 
economy. In the early twenty-first century, oil, manufacturing, tourism, agribusiness, and lignite mining 
were central elements of the county’s economy (Perry 2010).  
Previous Investigations and Previously Identified Resources  
A search of the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas (Atlas) maintained by the THC and the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory was conducted in order to identify archeological sites, historical 
markers (Recorded Texas Historic Landmarks), properties or districts listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP), State Antiquities Landmarks (SALs), cemeteries, or other cultural resources that 
may have been previously recorded in or near the APE, as well as previous surveys undertaken in the 
area. Per TxDOT requirements, a review of a 1 km buffer area around the project APE was undertaken 
to provide insight into the types of known and potential historic properties that may be impacted by 
the project. 
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According to the Atlas survey coverage data, one previous archeological survey crosses a small portion 
of the APE. This linear survey was conducted in 2013 by TRC Environmental Corporation for Exxon-
Mobil and begins south of FM 2206 opposite Lakeview Cemetery and extends south to a gas storage 
facility area (THC 2015). There have been four other archeological surveys within a 1 km buffer zone 
surrounding the APE. Three of the four surveys, located southeast of the APE, were conducted by Sphere 
3 Environmental and took place in 2003, 2004, and 2011; one was sponsored by the City of Longview 
and the remaining two were sponsored by Pine Tree Independent School District (THC 2015). A survey 
conducted for the Public Utilities Commission in 1999 is located south of the project area and crosses 
the Sabine River.  
There are no previously identified cultural resources within the APE but there are three archeological 
sites located within the 1 km buffer (Figure 2). All three sites are lithic scatters recorded by a THC 
Steward and have unknown eligibility status. Site 41GG72 is a Late Prehistoric site, 41GG73 is a Late 
Archaic site, and 41GG83 is a Middle Archaic site (THC 2015).  
Two cemeteries (Lakeview Cemetery and Jordan Valley Cemetery) are located just outside the APE. 
Note that the APE’s boundary apparently overlaps with Lakeview Cemetery on Figure 2; however, this 
is an artifact of mapping errors and does not reflect the on-the-ground reality. The cemetery’s 
boundaries are well-known to the engineering team and are definitively outside of the right-of-way 
and APE. Lakeview Cemetery is adjacent to FM 2206 at Jordan Valley Road and Jordan Valley 
Cemetery is adjacent to Lakeview Cemetery on the north side (THC 2015). According to Tipton (2015), 
both cemeteries have been in use since the 1960s and remain in use today. However, according to 
Lakeview Memorial Gardens and Funeral Home staff, Lakeview Cemetery was established in the 1930s 
when a local family donated some of their farmland for a community cemetery. The boundaries of the 
two cemeteries are separated only by Jordan Valley Road but neither have ever extended down to 
the edge of the FM 2206 northern right-of-way (Bill Wright and Robert Coleman, personal 
communication July 16, 2015). 
A review of the available historic aerials (from Nationwide Environmental Title Research or NETR),  more 
recent Google Earth images (viewed through Google Earth Pro), and historic topographic maps was 
conducted. A road is visible along the current FM 2206 alignment in the 1939 General Highway Map 
Upshur and Gregg Counties map (Texas State Highway Department 1939) as well as on a 1936 
topographic map (USGS 1936). Two cemeteries in the locations of the Lakeview and Jordan Valley 
cemeteries are noted on the 1961 General Highway Map Gregg County map (Texas State Highway 
Department 1961), both north of FM 2206. The earliest aerials available are from 1970 and show 
denser occupation on the east side of the project area in Greggton and oil/gas structures on the west 
end, but little in between. Though the 1970 topo does not show a cemetery marked at the location of 
the Lakeview Cemetery, burials are obvious on the 1970 aerial. The cemetery had likely been in use 
for only a decade or less by that point (Tipton 2015). Based on the 1970 and 1974 topographic maps, 
FM 2206 was built in its current configuration between those years. It is not until the 1990s that other 
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development along FM 2206 began to increase, particularly on the east end of the APE (NETR 2015; 
Google 2015).
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3 RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODS 
Purpose of the Research 
The present study was carried out to accomplish three major goals: 
1. Identify all historic and prehistoric archeological resources located within the APE defined in 
Chapter 1; 
2. Perform a preliminary evaluation of the identified resources’ potential for inclusion in the NRHP 
and/or designation as a SAL (typically performed concurrently); and 
3. Make recommendations for further research concerning the identified resources based on the 
preliminary NRHP/SAL evaluation with guidance on methodology and ethics from the THC and 
the CTA. 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act  
Section 106 of the NHPA of 1966, as amended (16 USC 470; 36 CFR 800), directs federal agencies 
and entities using federal funds to “take into account the effect of their undertakings on historic 
properties” (36 CFR 800.1a), with “historic property” defined as “any prehistoric or historic district, site, 
building, structure, or object included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic 
Places [NRHP] maintained by the Secretary of the Interior” (36 CFR 800.16).  
In order to determine the presence of historic properties (with this phrase understood in its broad Section 
106 sense) an APE is first delineated. The APE is the area in which direct impacts (and in a federal 
context, indirect impacts as well) to historic properties may occur. Within the APE, resources are 
evaluated to determine whether they are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, and to determine the 
presence of any properties that are already listed on the NRHP. To determine whether a property is 
significant, cultural resource professionals and regulators evaluate the resource using these criteria: 
. . . The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and 
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of 
location, design, setting, material, workmanship, feeling, and association and  
a. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 
b. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 
c. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 
d. that have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
(36 CFR 60.4). 
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Note that significance and NRHP eligibility are determined by two primary components: integrity and 
one of the four types of association and data potential listed under 36 CFR 60.4(a-d). The criterion 
most often applied to archeological sites is the last—and arguably the broadest—of the four; its 
phrasing allows regulators to consider a broad range of research questions and analytical techniques 
that may be relevant to a project (36 CFR 60.4[d]). 
Occasionally, certain resources fall into categories that require further evaluation using one or more of 
the following Criteria Considerations. If a resource is identified and falls into one of these categories, 
the Criteria Considerations listed below may be applied in conjunction with one or more of the four 
National Register criteria listed above: 
a. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic distinction or 
historical importance, or 
b. A building or structure removed from its original location but which is significant primarily for 
architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a historic 
person or event, or 
c. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no other 
appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life, or 
d. A cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons of transcendent 
importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from association with historic events, 
or 
e. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented in 
a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other building or structure 
with the same association has survived, or 
f. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic value has 
invested it with its own historical significance, or 
g. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional importance (36 
CFR 60.4). 
Resources that are listed in the NRHP or are recommended eligible are treated the same under Section 
106, and are generally treated the same at the state level as well. 
After cultural resources within the APE are identified and evaluated, effects evaluations are completed 
to determine whether the proposed project has no effect, no adverse effect, or an adverse effect on 
these resources. Effects are determined by assessing the impacts that the proposed project will have on 
the characteristics that make the property eligible for listing in the NRHP as well as its integrity. Types 
of potential adverse effects considered include physical impacts, such as the destruction of all or part 
of a resource; property acquisitions that adversely impact the historic setting of a resource, even if built 
resources are not directly impacted; noise and vibration impacts evaluated according to accepted 
professional standards; changes to significant viewsheds; and cumulative effects that may occur later in 
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time. If the project will have an adverse effect on cultural resources, measures can be taken to avoid, 
minimize, or mitigate this adverse effect. In some instances, changes to the proposed project can be 
made to avoid adverse effects. In other cases, adverse effects may be unavoidable, and mitigation to 
compensate for these impacts will be proposed and agreed upon by consulting parties.  
Antiquities Code of Texas 
Because the project is currently owned and funded by TxDOT, a political subdivision of the State of 
Texas, the project is subject to the Antiquities Code of Texas (9 TNRC 191), which requires consideration 
of effects on properties designated as—or eligible to be designated as—SALs, which are defined as:  
. . . sites, objects, buildings, structures and historic shipwrecks, and locations of historical, 
archeological, educational, or scientific interest including, but not limited to, prehistoric 
American Indian or aboriginal campsites, dwellings, and habitation sites, aboriginal 
paintings, petroglyphs, and other marks or carvings on rock or elsewhere which pertain 
to early American Indian or other archeological sites of every character, treasure 
imbedded in the earth, sunken or abandoned ships and wrecks of the sea or any part 
of their contents, maps, records, documents, books, artifacts, and implements of culture 
in any way related to the inhabitants, prehistory, history, government, or culture in, on, 
or under any of the lands of the State of Texas, including the tidelands, submerged 
land, and the bed of the sea within the jurisdiction of the State of Texas. (13 TAC 26.2)  
Guidelines for the evaluation of cultural resources as SALs and/or for listing in the NRHP, which is also 
explicitly referenced at the state level, are detailed in 13 TAC 26. An archeological site identified on 
lands owned or controlled by the State of Texas may be of sufficient significance to allow designation 
as a SAL if at least one of the following criteria applies: 
1. the site has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the prehistory and/or history 
of Texas by the addition of new and important information;  
2. the site's archeological deposits and the artifacts within the site are preserved and intact, 
thereby supporting the research potential or preservation interests of the site;  
3. the site possesses unique or rare attributes concerning Texas prehistory and/or history;  
4. the study of the site offers the opportunity to test theories and methods of preservation, thereby 
contributing to new scientific knowledge; or 
5. the high likelihood that vandalism and relic collecting has occurred or could occur, and official 
landmark designation is needed to insure [sic] maximum legal protection, or alternatively further 
investigations are needed to mitigate the effects of vandalism and relic collecting when the site 
cannot be protected (13 TAC 26.10). 
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For archeological resources, the state-level process requires securing and maintaining a valid Texas 
Antiquities Permit from the THC, the lead state agency for Antiquities Code compliance, throughout all 
stages of investigation, analysis, and reporting.  
Survey Methods and Protocols  
With the goals and guidelines above in mind, CMEC personnel conducted reconnaissance and intensive 
surveys in September 2015 and March 2016, per category 6 under 13 TAC 26.15. Using the definitions 
in 13 TAC 26.3, they searched for previously identified and unidentified archeological sites. Field 
methods complied with the coverage requirements of 13 TAC 26.15, as expounded on by the THC and 
CTA. As the proposed right-of-way take is very narrow, formal transects were not employed, but rather 
a single transect was conducted with crew members leap frogging to place judgmental shovel tests 
where applicable. Between the September 2015 initial visit and the two visits in early 2016, weather 
conditions changed from dry to very wet. In both January and March, unit placement (both shovel tests 
and backhoe trenches) were often determined due to areas with standing water where placement of 
the perspective unit was moved or adjusted accordingly. 
Shovel test units were focused in areas where ground surface visibility was below 30 percent, soils 
appeared to be of sufficient depth to contain subsurface cultural materials, and/or previous disturbance 
appeared minimal. All shovel tests were excavated in natural levels to subsoil or 60 cmbs (24 in), 
whichever was encountered first. Excavated matrix was screened through 0.635 centimeter (cm) or 0.25 
inches (in) hardware cloth as allowed by moisture and clay content, which required that the removed 
sediment be crumbled/sorted by hand, trowel, and/or shovel point.  
Deposits were described using conventional texture classifications and Munsell color designations, and 
all observations were recorded on standard CMEC shovel test forms. The testing protocol detailed in 
the approved scope for Texas Antiquities Permit 7404 called for radial shovel tests to be placed at 5 
m (16 ft) intervals around each shovel test positive for cultural material until two negative units have 
been established in each cardinal direction, as allowed by project limits, observed disturbance, and 
other constraints. Since no shovel test contained prehistoric or historic material, no radial shovel tests 
were excavated.  
Mechanical trenching was conducted at Hawkins Creek since the potential for buried archeological 
deposits was higher in that area. Each trench consisted of a central deep cut with a continuous exposure 
along the walls as well as at one end of the trench. The center cut measured 3 ft (1 m) across, two times 
the width of the bucket. The trenching progressed in 50 cm (20 in) depth increments; profiles and 
backdirt were closely examined for the presence of cultural materials and features. Because bridge 
bents are expected to be deep at the creek, the depth goal of the trenching in the floodplain was 5.5 
m (18 ft). However, trenches would be terminated at higher levels if the water table was encountered 
and/or safety concerns related to soil stability became apparent. Following completion of the 
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mechanical excavations, CMEC personnel examined the exposed deposits and described them using 
conventional texture classifications and Munsell color designations. Following description of the deposits 
and sketching of any features observed, CMEC personnel supervised the complete backfilling and 
leveling of each trench.  
For the purposes of this project, CMEC defines an archeological site as cultural materials (features 
and/or artifacts) that can be determined to be from the same occupation (i.e., era or period). 
Occupation eras or periods can be defined broadly, particularly where prehistoric materials are 
present as some artifacts types are ubiquitous throughout time (e.g., lithic debitage or burned rock). To 
address that, if artifacts are observed from at least two different materials (e.g., chert and quartzite 
debitage) or classes (e.g., stone tools, burned rock, and/or lithic debitage) and occur at a density of 
more than five items from two or more shovel tests or twenty or more artifacts within a 40 m square 
surface area, they will be treated as a site.  
Stricter definitions are applied to defining historic materials as a site, since certain materials persist 
from the historic period to the modern age and some may not be definitively from the same period or 
even historic at all. Generally, however the approach outlined above is used. No historic-age sites were 
recorded during the present study as materials were either not noted at a density of twenty or more 
per 40 m square area on the surface and subsurface combined or the materials were not conclusively 
archeological in nature.  
Much of the APE is located on privately-owned land; therefore, artifacts found from shovel tests, surface 
contexts and/or trenches were noted, described, photographed, and returned to their original contexts. 
All materials (notes, photographs, administrative documents, and other project data) generated from 
this work will be curated at CAS at Texas State University where they will be made permanently 
available to future researchers as per 13 TAC 26.16-17.  
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4 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
General Field Observations Results 
Fieldwork to conduct an intensive archeological survey of the entire 3.7 mile (5.9 km), 88.5ac (35.8 ha) 
APE was initiated in late summer 2015. Pedestrian survey with shovel testing was conducted over the 
majority of the APE on September 23-24, 2015 followed by backhoe trenching at Hawkins Creek on 
January 20, 2016. Late in February 2016, it was learned that new right-of-way was added to the 
design along the south side of FM 2206 between Cupit and Cox roads and the final survey efforts were 
carried out on those parcels on March 1, 2016. The full archeological APE consists of existing right-of-
way that covers approximately 46 ac (18.6 ha), proposed new right-of-way that covers approximately 
41.3 ac (16.7 ha), and temporary construction easements that cover 1.2 ac (0.5 ha) for a total of 
approximately 88.5 ac (35.8 ha).  
The APE is situated in very hilly terrain dissected with several small unnamed streams and drainages 
that flow into the larger Hawkins Creek, which in turn flows into the Sabine River approximately 2.5 
miles to the south-southeast. Several small wetlands fall within the APE, with the largest adjacent to 
Hawkins Creek on the west bank. This hilly terrain was covered in vegetation ranging from thick wooded 
areas with large and small pine trees, large and small hardwoods, small trash trees, briars, honeysuckle, 
wildflowers, and viny brush to mowed parcels of short native and invasive grasses. Ground visibility 
ranged from 0 to 100 percent. Some clearing of vegetation had occurred in the APE in a few areas 
since the 2015 aerials used for the project (see Figures 3a-d) had been taken.  
Disturbances due to numerous buried utilities (including cable, phone, water, sewer; Figures 4-5), oil/gas 
pipelines, and overhead transmission lines were noted throughout the project APE, as were ingress and 
egress drives and roads, berms, ditches, lumbering activities, oil and gas drilling and storage facilities, 
and erosion and blow-outs caused by some of these man-made disturbances (Figure 6). The roadbed 
itself has been built-up over portions of the alignment (Figure 7). Land clearing and leveling for homes, 
businesses, or oil/gas storage or drilling are also very apparent from the remnants of push piles noted 
on a number of parcels (Figure 8). In fact, a new pump jack had been installed on a parcel just east of 
Cox Road on the south side of FM 2206 between CMEC’s visits in January and March 2016 (Figure 9). 
The APE and larger area has been used for oil/gas exploration, transportation, and storage since the 
1930s and evidence of these activities was apparent over much of the area surrounding and in the APE. 
Numerous pipelines crisscross the APE, particularly west of Hawkins Creek (see Figure 3a-b). Additional 
evidence of the extent of oil and gas activities was noted in a small drainage filled with oily water from 
a small pipeline crossing it (Figure 10). Several wetland areas also fall within the APE including a very 
large one adjacent to Hawkins Creek.  
.
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The portion of the APE east of Hawkins Creek is more developed than the portion west of Hawkins 
Creek. This point is marked by Lakeview Cemetery which is situated just west of the creek, at the east 
end of the large curve in FM 2206 (see Figures 2, 3b). Residences and commercial and industrial 
enterprises also become more frequent further east (toward Loop 281). The portion west of Hawkins 
Creek is less developed than the eastern portion, with occasional residences and/or businesses. One 
park was noted just west of Cupit Road on FM 2206 in the southwest corner of a county office facility 
(Figure 11).  
 
 
Figure 4. Typical view of utilities and development along the eastern portion of the APE, facing east. Note subsurface 
utilities locations marked by pin flags. 
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Figure 5. Evidence of subsurface utilities near unnamed drainage in APE with typical commercial enterprises in the 
background; view is to the north. 
 
Figure 6. Example of an erosional blow-out along the existing roadway; south is toward the top of the photo. 
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Figure 7. Area where the roadbed has been built-up; view is to the west. 
 
Figure 8. Example of large push piles on cleared lot; view is to the northwest. 
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Figure 9. Cleared area for new pump jack installed just outside proposed right-of-way; view is to the south. The 
cleared area extends into the right-of-way. 
 
Figure 10. Oily water in small drainage with shallow pipeline crossing; top of the photo is north-northwest. 
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Figure 11. Artificial drainage at small county park; view to the east-northeast. 
Twenty-nine shovel tests (ST) were excavated in proposed new (privately-owned) right-of-way corridor. 
The existing right-of-way exhibited extensive disturbances throughout, precluding shovel testing. In part 
due to the hilly terrain (Figure 12), shovel tests were judgmentally placed in areas where subsurface 
archeological materials might occur, no obvious impacts or disturbances were observed, slope was less 
than 30 percent, ground visibility was limited, and soil moisture was low.  
Soils were fairly consistent with what was described by the NRCS consisting of sandy loam, silty loam, 
fine sand or silt, and sandy or silty clay. Colors varied from gray (Figure 13) to yellow/brown (Figure 
14) to red (Figure 15) soils and subsoils throughout the corridor. Variability in Munsell designations is 
likely based on each individual’s eye for color and whether the soil was wet or dry—soils were dry in 
September and damp to very wet in January and March.  
Details of each shovel test are presented in Table 2. One ST DS04, exhibited an extremely disturbed 
profile (Figure 16). Naturally occurring hematite and limonite nodules and pebbles were observed in 
most of the shovel tests, drainages, road cuts, and on the surface in the APE. Small quartzite gravels 
and fist-sized iron-rich sandstone and mudstone (Figure 17) were also encountered in units on uplands. 
An iron pipe was encountered in the southeast corner of ST MG10 at 31 cmbs; the unit was terminated 
at this level. A number of pipeline markers and oil/gas-related facilities were present in the area near 
this shovel test, so this occurrence was not surprising. This pipe and a hollow rodent burrow found in the 
same unit (at 15 cmbs) further illustrated the type of disturbances in the area. No artifacts or features 
were observed in any other shovel tests. 
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Figure 12. Example of hilly terrain within the APE; view is to the east-northeast toward an unnamed drainage. 
 
Figure 13. Typical profile of shovel test with gray soil; plan view of ST HR05. 
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Figure 14. Typical profile of shovel test with yellow soil; plan view of ST MG07. 
 
Figure 15. Typical profile of shovel test with red subsoil; plan view of ST MG02.  
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Figure 16. Disturbed profile in ST DS04. 
 
Figure 17. Iron-rich sandstone and mudstone cobbles from ST MG02. 
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Table 2: Shovel Test Unit Excavation Results* 
ST # 
Depth 






Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) friable sandy loam; few grass roots and very 
few gravels 
Disturbed reddish brown (5YR 5/4) mixed with light yellowish brown 
(10YR 6/4) sandy clay loam; no gravels, few roots, small wood pieces 
Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) loose sand; no gravel and no roots; ST 










Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) friable sandy loam; few grass roots; very 
little gravel 








Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) friable sandy loam; rootlets and roots, 
gravel, and broken wood 
Very disturbed yellowish red (5YR 5/8) mixed with light yellowish brown 
(10YR 6/4) and brown (7.5YR 4/2) sandy clay loam; very few roots or 






Very disturbed mixed sand, sandy clay, and sandy loam with few roots 






Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) friable, loose sand loam; many (pea to golf 
ball) gravels 
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6 firm to very firm clay; few gravels and no roots; 






Light gray (10YR 7/2) loose sandy loam; many gravels, rootlets and roots 
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6 firm to very firm clay; few gravels and no roots; 
ST terminated at subsoil 
None 
None 
DS07 0-100 Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) loose, granular sandy loam; roots and 





Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) loose, granular sandy loam; some rootlets, 
roots, and gravel 





DS09 0-50 Very disturbed red (2.5YR 4/8) sandy clay loam; rootlets, roots, and lots 





Brown (7.5YR 5/2) friable sandy clay loam; few roots or rootlets, many 
gravels 
Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) firm clay loam; one root and few gravels; ST 






Yellow (10YR 7/6) compact fine sandy loam 





Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/6) fine sandy loam with some reddish 
yellow (5YR 7/8) clay bits at base; 50% gravels hematite and iron rich; 





Brown (10YR 5/3) silty sand; few small hematite gravels 
Very pale brown (10YR 7/4) compact silty sand; many hematite gravels; 
many roots; ST terminated due to large root 
None 
None 
HR04 0-10 Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sandy clay with yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) 
mottles; few hematite and sandstone gravels 
None 
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Table 2: Shovel Test Unit Excavation Results* 
HR05 0-20 
20-30 
Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) silty loam 
White (10YR 8/1) silty loam with brown (7.5YR 4/3) mottles; ST 
terminated at subsoil  
None 
None 
HR06 0-10 Yellowish red (5YR 5/8) clay; ; many gravels; subsoil at surface None 
HR07 0-20 
20-40 
Brown (10YR 5/3) silt loam 
Very pale brown ( 10YR 7/4) silt loam; few sandstone gravels; ST 





Brown (10YR 5/3) compact silt loam; some roots 






Dark brown (10YR 3/3) damp sand 
Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6 to 5/6) sand with iron-rick sandstone cobbles in 







Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sand 
Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6 to 5/6) sand with hematite pebbles; one iron-
rich sandstone cobble in upper 20 cmbs 







Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sand 







Brown (10YR 4/3) damp silty sand 
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) damp silty sand with an occasional hematite 
pebble 
Strong brown (75.YR 5/6) compact silty clay with light yellowish brown 









Brown (10YR 4/3) damp silty sand 
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) damp silty sand with an occasional hematite 
pebble 
Strong brown (75.YR 5/6) compact silty clay with light yellowish brown 
(10YR 6/4) mottles and hematite pebbles and small cobbles; some 







Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) sandy silt humus layer 









Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) sandy silt humus layer 
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy silt with some roots 
Brown (10YR 5/3) to pale brown (10YR 6/3) damp sandy silt with 
hematite pebbles/nodules 
Brown (10YR 5/3) wet, sticky sandy silt with brown (7.5YR 4/4) mottles; 








Brown (10YR 4/3) extremely wet silt; roots 
Brown (10YR 5/3) extremely wet silt with reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) 





Brown (10YR 4/3) extremely wet, sticky silt 
Brown (10YR 5/3) extremely wet silt with reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) 





Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy silt humus layer 
Brown (7.5YR 4/4) damp sandy silt; rodent burrow running 
northeast/southwest through at 105 cmbs;  
None 
Iron pipe (at 
31 cmbs) 
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Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) sandy silt humus layer 
Brown (7.5YR 4/4) damp sandy silt; two small quartzite pebbles 




 *All shovel tests were located on privately-owned property (proposed new right-of-way). 
 **Centimeters below surface 
 
In addition to the excavations of shovel test pits near Hawkins Creek, three backhoe trenches (BHT) were 
excavated on the west side of Hawkins Creek moving from near the creek up the terrace edge toward 
the flat portion of the terrace (see Figure 3b). A large wetland occurs on both sides of the creek within 
the proposed new right-of-way (Figure 18). Hogs had recently rutted up much of the edge of the 
wetland and below the terrace edge causing damage several centimeters deep. At the time of the visit, 
there was quite a bit of standing water on both sides of the creek, but the west side was less inundated. 
The east side was not investigated as the terrace once housed an oil/gas well pad and small storage 
facility that was recently removed. This left a deflated and eroding surface and terrace edge 
(evidenced by visual inspection of the area and personal communication with a representative from the 
oil company onsite). In addition, several pipelines cross the APE at this location, including a very recently 
placed Exxon pipeline running in a northwest-southeast direction across the APE (Figure 19).  
Each BHT was 70 cm (2.2 ft, the width of the bucket) wide and varied in length: BHT 1 was 3.3 m (10.8 
ft) long, BHT 2 was 3.4 m (11.2 ft) long and BHT 3 was 2.2 m (7.2 ft) long. Soil from all of the trenches 
was very damp; water seepage only occurred in Trenches 1 and 2, which were located in the floodplain 
and off the terrace. Trenches 2 and 3 have homogenous, typical depositional profiles of sand or silt 
matrices over silty clay, although the color is not consistent (Figures 20 and 21) . In contrast, the profile 
of BHT 3 contains a large zone of very mottled silty sand (Figure 22). Details are found in Table 3. No 
artifacts, features, or paleosol horizons were observed in any of the trenches.  
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Figure 18. Large wetland in foreground with treeline on the west side of Hawkins Creek; view to the northeast. 
 
Figure 19. View toward Exxon pipelines; alignment identified by above-ground caution markers; view to the 
southwest. 
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Figure 20. South wall profile of BHT 2; south is to the top of the photo. 
 
Figure 21. South wall profile of BHT 3 at the edge of the terrace top; south is to the top of the photo. 
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Figure 22. South wall profile of BHT 1; south is to the top of the photo. Note the heavy mottling at 50 to 108 cmbs.  
 
Table 3: Backhoe Trench Excavation Results* 
BHT # 
Depth 
(cmbs**) Description/Notes Artifacts 
1 







Brown (10Y 4/3) damp sand 
Brown (10YR 5/3) damp sand with dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) mottles 
Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) silty sand 
Brown (7.5YR 4/4) silty sand  
Strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) silty sand with grayish brown (10YR 5/2) mottles 













Brown (7.5YR 4/4) silty sand 
Dark brown (10YR 3/3) silty sand with some roots 
Yellowish red( 5YR 5/8) silty clay 
Strong brown (7.5YR 5/80) clay with some silt and light gray (7.5YR 7/1) 











Brown (7.5YR 4/3) sand 
Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) sand 
Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) very compact sandy silt 





*Backhoe trenches were located on privately-owned property (proposed new right-of-way).  
**Centimeters below surface 
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Recommendations 
The project APE is located on hilly terrain with very shallow soils, with the exception of deeper Holocene-
age soils adjacent to Hawkins Creek. The potential for prehistoric and historic archeological remains 
and/or deposits was considered low. The area on or just below (within 50 cm of) the surface was thought 
to have the highest potential to contain prehistoric or historic materials. Archeological remains along 
Hawkins Creek in deeper Holocene soils could have occurred but clay subsoils were also found to occur 
within one meter of the surface.  
Results of the survey indicate that the majority of the APE has been extensively disturbed by previous 
activities (e.g., oil and gas pipelines and other activities, utility installations, natural erosion) in the distant 
and recent past. The Holocene-age soils adjacent to Hawkins Creek yielded a fairly uniform profile 
that showed no evidence of buried soil horizons or archeological deposits or materials. All shovel tests 
and surface exposures were sterile of archeological materials as well and no evidence of preserved 
deposits with a high degree of integrity (associations with distinctive architectural and material culture 
styles, rare materials and assemblages, the potential to yield data important to the study of 
preservation techniques and the past in general, or potential attractiveness to relic hunters [13 TAC 
26.10; 36 CFR 60.4]) were encountered. Therefore, no additional archeological investigations are 
warranted prior to construction activities.  
No artifacts were collected; therefore, only project records will be curated per TAC 26.16 and 26.17. 
Project records will be curated at the CAS Texas State University where they will be made permanently 
available to future researchers.  
If any unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, preparation, or 
construction, the work should cease in that area and TxDOT personnel should be notified immediately. 
While any unanticipated finds are being evaluated and coordination is ongoing between TxDOT and 
THC, clearing, preparation, and/or construction could continue in any other areas along the corridor 
where no such deposits or materials are observed. 
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March 24,2016
RE:Section 106 and Antiquities Code of Texas Consultation:PA― TU and Ⅳ10U:FM 2206 from SH 42to
Loop 281:Gregg County,Texas:Cox/McLain Environlnental Consulting lnc.,Draft lntensive Archeological
Survey Report and Recorrlmendations for No Effect and No Further Work
CSJs:2073-01-009 and 2073-01-010
Texas Antiquities Perlrut No.7404






In accord with the First Amended PЮ grammatic Agreement among the Federal Highway
Administration,the Texas Department ofTransportation,the Texas State Histo五c Preservation Offlcer
(TSHPO),and the Ad宙 sory Council on HistoHc Preservation Regarding thc lmplementation of
Transportation Undertakings(PA― TU),aS Well as the Memorandum of Understanding(MOD betweenthe
Texas State Historic Preservation Offlcer and TxDOT,we are initiating Section 106 and Antiquities Code of
Texas consultation forthe proposed undertahng.
This undeltaking proposes to improve Farm to Market Road 2206(Iヽ 12206)in Gregg County,
Texas.The proposed improveFnentS would include widening the existing two― lane road to a four― lane divided
highway with a continuous left― tum lane/flush rnedian.The proposed Юadway design includes both a rural
roadway design with ttaCent Open drainage dthes and an urban roadway design wlh curb and gutter and a
closed st0111l sewer system.Cross― drainagc culvelts are sized by delineating contributing drainage areas and
calculating the runoff flows to the culverts.The width Ofthe proJect varies from 80 to 130 feet wide and
mostly fonows the existing FM 2206 corridor.Forthe urban section ofthe roadway(frOin Loop 281 to Fisher
Road)the prOpOsed proJect would have a 10 feet wide shared use path.The existing bridge on Fn4 2206 at
Hawkins Creek would be replaced with a wider structure.Approximately 41.3 acres of proposed new Hght of
way(ROW)and l.2 acres of pЮ posed new temporary construction easements would be required.
The undertaking's area of potential effects(APE)is deflned as the existing 60 to100 foot wide FM
2206 RC)W beginning at SH 42 and extending 3.7 nliles northeastto Loop 281.In addition,the APE contalns
appЮ対mately 41.3 acres of pЮposed new Hght of way(ROW)and l.2 acres of proposed new temporary
construction easements that are delineated on thc Pracct Location Map embedded in the attached
archeological survey report.According to typical roadway design,the depth ofimpacts is estimated to be up
to 20 feet below the current ground surface for b五 dge supports forthe bHdge replacement at Hawkins Creck
and up to 6 feet forthe remainder ofthc praCCt.The APE consists of approximately 88.5 acres which
includes 46 acres of existing ROW.
Your offlce issued Texas Antiquities Perrmt No.7404 to Cox/NIIcLain Environmental Consulting
OUR VALUES:RЮ ρle・ Accountabinン e TruSt・ HOnesty
OUR MISS10N:乃 ro嘔わCOflaboatlon and leadesわ れ We dettra sat reflabO andln輌 趙ted ttanspo由J"system ttat enables詢 3 movementOfpeople andgOOds.
An Equa1 0pponunity Em● oyer
Patricia A.Mercado― Allinger NIlarch 23,2016
Inc.,(CME)to conduct an intensive archeological survey ofthe APE.CME has recently completed their
investigations and have subnutted a draft survey repolt.Their investigation consisted of 100%pedest五 an
survey ofthe APE,the instaHation of 29 shoveltests throughout the APE,and the excavation ofthree
backhoc trenches in the vicinity of Hawkins Creek.No archeological sites were identified during the
investigation.Cヽ4E has reconlmended no further work forthe undertakingo A copy oftheir drat reportis
attached for your review.
TxDOT has also reviewed the CME report and agrees with the investigators'recorrlmendations.
TxE》(DT therefore sceks your concurrence that the archeological inventory ofthe undertaking is complete,for
a rlnding Of``no histoHc properties affected",no State Antiquities Landnlarks affected,and no further work or
TSHPO consultation is required.In addition,TxDOT sceks your concurrence thatthe attached reportis
adequate and that the stlpulations set fo■ h in the Antlquities Code of Texas have been ful■ lled.Please slgnlfy
your concurrence by signing on the signature line pЮ vided below.
Ll the cvent that archeological rnate五 als are discovered du五 ng construction,construction in the
irlunediate area shan cease,and the「 FSHPO wiH be contacted to initiate accidental discovery procedures in
accordance ofthe telllls ofthe Programatic Agreement among the Texas Histo五 cal Co―ission,the
Federal Highway Administration,and the Texas Department of Transportation.If you have any questions,
please contact me at 416-2640. Thank you for your consideration in this rnatter.
taff Archeologist
Concurrence by;
Forヽ4ark Wolfe, ion Offlcer and Executive Director
A■achrnents
The environmentaireview,consultation,and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental!aws forthis proJect are being,or
have been,carriedЮ ut by TxDOT pursuantto 23 U.S.C.327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated■2-16-■ 4,and executed by
FHWA and TxDOT.
OUR GOALS
MAINTA:N A SAFESYSTEM B ADDRF史 ミcoNGEST10N E CONNECT TEXAS COMMUN「 :ES・ BESTiN CLASS STATE AGENCY
ン ヽ
An Fqυ a′ Opportlln′ty Emproyer
DRAFT
:ntensive Archeo10gicOI Survey for
PropOsed lmprOvements†o Forrn‐†o‐Morket Rood 2206
from Sto†e Highwoy 42↑o Loop 281
Cregg COun† y′ Texos
(Tyler Districi CSJs8 2073口 01‐009 ond 2073‐ 01‐010)
PrepOrecr by
Me‖sso M.Creen′ MA′ RPA(Prindpol lnves“goすor)
Holey Rush′ MA′ RPA
Coxl McLoin Environmento!Consul,ing′ lnc.
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